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[57] ABSTRACT 

A control system Which is arranged adjacent to a robot 
mechanical unit and on Which maintenance Work can be 
easily carried out. The control system includes a ?rst unit 
and a second unit. The ?rst unit includes relatively loW 
maintenance components and the second unit includes rela 
tively high-maintenance components. Further, the ?rst unit 
and the second unit are connected such that they can be 
mechanically and electrically separated from each other With 
ease, thereby making it possible to effect replacement unit 
by unit. 
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INDUSTRIAL 
ROBOTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to a control system for industrial 
robots, and more particularly to a control system for indus 
trial robots Which is applied to a robot system Which 
dispenses With a connecting cable for connecting the control 
system to a robot mechanical unit by arranging the control 
system adjacent to the robot mechanical unit, With enhanced 
maintainability. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Conventionally, to control a robot mechanical unit by a 

robot control system, it is required to arrange the robot 
control system outside a range of operation of the robot 
mechanical unit, e.g. outside the safety fence, and establish 
a connection betWeen the robot mechanical unit and the 
robot control system by a connecting cable for remote 
control of the former by the latter. Such an arrangement of 
the robot control system necessitates a space for installing 
the robot control system, and furthermore equipment for 
protection of the connecting cable. 

So long as installation of an industrial robot Within a 
limited space, such as a factory site, is concerned, it is 
gradually getting dif?cult to secure a space for installing a 
robot control system and provide equipment for protection 
of a connecting cable therefor. For this reason, the arrange 
ment of a robot mechanical unit and a robot control system 
Which dispenses With the connecting cable is contemplated. 
According to this arrangement, the control system is reduced 
in siZe and installed in a dead space, i.e., in a nonusable 
range of operation of the robot mechanical unit Which is at 
a location adjacent to the robot mechanical unit. 

Normally, the maintenance of the control system for 
industrial robots is carried out component by component. 
HoWever, the arrangement of the control system installed 
adjacent to the robot mechanical unit necessitates reduction 
of the siZes of components of the control system and the siZe 
of a cabinet for receiving these components therein. Further, 
an operator need enter Within the safety fence and Work in 
such a narroW space, Which makes it dif?cult to carry out 
maintenance of the control system component by 
component, and requires longer Working time eg in 
replacement of a faulty component. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been made in vieW of these 
circumstances, and the object thereof is to provide a control 
system for an industrial robot, Which is capable of simpli 
fying the maintenance Work of the control system arranged 
adjacent to a robot mechanical unit to thereby reduce 
Working time. 

To attain the object, the present invention provides a 
control system for an industrial robot, Which is constructed 
such that the control system is arranged adjacent to a robot 
mechanical unit, the control system comprising a ?rst unit 
mainly containing components each having a loW 
maintenance-demanding property, and a second unit con 
nected to the ?rst unit in a manner mechanically and 
electrically separable therefrom and mainly containing com 
ponents each having a high maintenance-demanding prop 
erty. 

According to the means described above, the components 
contained in the ?rst unit suffer from a fault With very little 
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frequency and hence require almost no maintenance, While 
the components contained in the second unit are components 
in Which most faults occur in a concentrated manner. When 
a fault occurs in the control system, maintenance is not 
carried out component by component, but the second unit is 
removed from the ?rst unit for replacement, thereby per 
mitting maintenance to be carried out unit by unit. This 
simpli?es the maintenance Work very much, and shortens 
Working time required in maintenance. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram shoWing the arrangement of a control 
system for an industrial robot, according to an embodiment 
of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram shoWing an eXample of internal 
construction of a second unit; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing an eXample of internal 
construction of a ?rst unit; and 

FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing the control system in a state 
in Which the second unit is removed from the ?rst unit. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The invention Will noW be described in detail With refer 
ence to the draWings shoWing an embodiment thereof. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the arrangement of a control system for an 
industrial robot, according to the embodiment of the inven 
tion. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the control system is constituted 
by the separate units of a ?rst unit 1 and a second unit 2. 
These ?rst and second units 1, 2 are installed in a space 
adjacent to a robot mechanical unit 3 at a location outside the 
range of operation of the robot mechanical unit 3, usually in 
a dead space located immediately behind the robot mechani 
cal unit 3. 
The ?rst unit 1 contains components Which are loW in a 

maintenance-demanding property and heavy in Weight, such 
as a transformer, and a breaker, and is arranged on the side 
of the robot mechanical unit 3. A cabinet of the ?rst unit 1 
is ?Xed to a base plate of the robot mechanical unit 3 eg by 
screWs. Further, the cabinet has a side plate 4 ?Xed to a side 
face thereof eg by screWs. The side plate 4 is removed to 
uncover an opening via Which the components received in 
the cabinet are easily accessible. On the other hand, the 
second unit 2 contains components Which are high in a 
maintenance-demanding property, such as printed circuit 
boards and servoampli?ers, and is arranged on the side of 
the ?rst unit 1 opposite to the robot mechanical unit 3 for 
replacing components easily. It is possible to gain access to 
the components contained in the second unit 2 by removing 
a front panel 5 provided on a front face of the second unit 
2. 
A connecting cable 6 is provided betWeen the ?rst unit 1 

and the second unit 2 for electrical connections betWeen 
components of the ?rst unit 1 and components of the second 
unit 2. It goes Without saying that the ?rst unit 1 and the 
robot mechanical unit 3 are electrically connected to each 
other, by cables, not shoWn, i.e. the ?rst unit 1 is electrically 
connected to servomotors for driving the shafts of arms and 
hands of the robot mechanical unit 3, pulse coders for 
detecting operating positions of the arms and hands, etc. 
The ?rst unit 1 and the second unit 2 are further provided 

With a mechanism for physical connection betWeen them. 
That is, the ?rst unit 1 and the second unit 2 are normally 
used in a connected state, and for this purpose, their cabinets 
are provided With equipment constituted by parts separable 
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from each other, such as snap fasteners, Which easily estab 
lishes connection and cancellation of connection, Whereby 
the units 1 and 2 are mechanically connected to each other. 
When maintenance is carried out e.g. upon occurrence of a 
fault, the connection by the equipment is canceled, thereby 
permitting the second unit 2 to be separated from the ?rst 
unit 1 With ease. This makes it possible to replace unit by 
unit. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram shoWing an eXample of an internal 
construction of the second unit. FIG. 2 shoWs the second unit 
2 in a state in Which the front panel 5 is removed therefrom. 
In the second unit 2, there is mainly contained a control 
block comprised of a control circuit board 21 including a 
processor, a poWer board 22, and a servoampli?er 23. FIG. 
2 also shoWs a ?rst step for removing the second unit 2 from 
the ?rst unit 1 for replacement of the second unit 2. That is, 
to remove the second unit 2 from the ?rst unit 1, it is 
necessary to remove connectors and terminals of the con 
necting cable connected to components Within the ?rst unit 
1. To this end, after the front panel 5 (FIG. 1) is removed 
from the second unit 2, the connectors and terminals are 
removed as required. For example, removed are a poWer 
input terminal and a poWer output terminal for a magnetic 
contactor Which are provided on the poWer board 22, an 
input terminal of an overheat sensor provided on the servo 
ampli?er 23 for the transformer, connectors connected eg 
to an output terminal block for a regenerative discharge 
resistance, and so forth. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing an eXample of internal 
construction of the ?rst unit. FIG. 3 is a side elevation of the 
?rst unit 1 in a state in Which the side plate 4 (FIG. 1) is 
removed therefrom. As shoWn in FIG. 3, on the side of the 
side plate 4, concentratedly arranged are various compo 
nents eXcept for the transformer, as Well as connectors, 
terminals, terminal blocks and so forth Which are required to 
be disconnected for disconnecting the end of the connecting 
cable 6 (FIG. 1) from the ?rst unit 1. The ?rst unit 1 contains 
components Which hardly require maintenance, such as the 
transformer (not shoWn) received in a space located at the 
back of FIG. 3, a magnetic contactor 11, a breaker 12, and 
an emergency stop unit 13. 

In removing the second unit 2 (FIG. 2) from the ?rst unit 
1, after removing the connectors and the like Within the ?rst 
unit 1, connecting portions necessitated Within the second 
unit 2, eg terminals on the secondary side of the magnetic 
contactor 11 connected to the servoampli?er 23 (FIG. 2), are 
removed. 

FIG. 4 shoWs the second unit in a state removed from the 
?rst unit. To remove the second unit 2 from the ?rst unit 1, 
connection established by a pair of portions 7a, 7b of four 
snap fasteners respectively provided on the ?rst and second 
units at top and bottom locations of their side faces, is 
canceled, and the second unit 2 is pulled forWard. The 
second unit 2 is provided With handling depressions 8 on 
opposite side faces thereof, and the second unit 2 can be 
pulled off by the use of the handling depressions 8. 

In replacing the second unit 2, a neW second unit 2 is 
installed in the reverse of the removing procedure described 

4 
above. That is, after both ends of the connecting cable 6 
(FIG. 1) are passed through a cable duct into the ?rst unit 1 
and the second unit 2, guide pins 9 provided eg in the 
number of 3 on the front face of the ?rst unit 1 are made in 

5 alignment With ?tting portions formed in the second unit 2, 
and then the second unit 2 is pushed toWard the ?rst unit 1. 
The ?rst unit 1 and the second unit 2 are mechanically 
connected to each other by the use of the portions 7a, 7b of 
the snap fasteners provided for joint at four points, in a 
position Where the cabinet of the second unit 2 is brought 
into contact With the cabinet of the ?rst unit 1. Then, the 
connecting cable 6 is connected to portions Within the ?rst 
unit 1 to Which it is to be connected, and similarly, the 
connecting cable 6 is connected to portions Within the 
second unit 2 to Which it is to be connected. Finally, the side 
plate 4 and the front panel 5 are restored to their former 
conditions, thereby terminating the maintenance Work. 
As described heretofore, according to the present 

invention, the control system is divided into the ?rst unit, 
Which hardly requires maintenance of components therein, 
and the second unit, Which requires maintenance of com 
ponents therein, and further, these units are constructed such 
that they can be easily removed, thereby permitting replace 
ment to be carried out unit by unit. As a result, maintenance 
Work is simpli?ed, and hence the number of steps of 
maintenance Work can be reduced. 
We claim: 
1. A control system for an industrial robot, Which is 

constucted such that said control system is arranged adjacent 
to a robot mechanical unit, comprising: 

a ?rst cabinet of a ?rst robot control unit including 
components each requiring a relatively loW frequency 
maintenance, Wherein said ?rst cabinet is arranged on 
a side of said robot mechanical unit; and 
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35 a second cabinet of a second robot control unit connected 
to said ?rst cabinet in a manner mechanically and 
electrically separable therefrom, and including compo 
nents each requiring a relatively high frequency in 
maintenance, 

Wherein said ?rst cabinet and said second cabinet are 
equipped With a mechanism having portions that can be 
separated from each other and connected to each other. 

2. A control system for an industrial robot, Which is 
constructed such that said control system is arranged adja 
cent to a robot mechanical unit, comprising: 

a ?rst cabinet of a ?rst robot control unit comprising 
transformer components, Wherein, said ?rst cabinet is 
arranged on a side of said robot mechanical unit; and 

a second cabinet of a second robot control unit connected 
to said ?rst cabinet in a manner mechanically and 
electrically separable therefrom, and including a con 
trol circuit board including a processor, a poWer board 
and servo ampli?er, 

Wherein said ?rst cabinet and said second cabinet are 
equipped With a mechanism having portions that can be 
separated from each other and connected to each other. 
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